
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

JUNE 2005 
Presidents Report Kaz H 
 
BIMBOWRIE CR 
The last Bimbowrie Conservation Reserve activity 
was coordinated by Phil J and attended by 15 
members in three teams, which covered virtually 
the whole of the Reserve. 
The weather being sunny but cool, lots of walking 
was done with a good result of 210 goats being 
downed (90% in the Meningie Springs area). 
There were very few goats in other areas, as the 
remaining population seems to be retreating to the 
least accessible area, which has water, cover and 
feed. The goat population has been hammered fairly 
hard (H&C – 606 in March, DEH Helicopter – about 
250 in April, and Manager Darren shooting anything 
he sees on his rounds) so by the end of the year 
the population makeup will be mainly transient from 
adjacent properties. All the place needs is some 
good rainfall. 
Some spotlighting was also done with 3 cats and 
13 rabbits being shot. It is encouraging to see 
rabbits being “harvested” – probably due to “genuine 
wild rabbits” being sold at $11 each at the Central 
Market. 
Many thanks for a very good week to Phil J and all 
others who took part. 
 
“CAMO” and H&C (FLAME ORANGE) HATS 
As mentioned before, the Branch and its members 
are duty bound to take steps to reduce any 
reasonable risks in our activi ties. Hence Gil’s great 
efforts in the development and adoption the Risk 
Management, Code of Practice, Responsibilities, 
Procedures, Guidelines and Policies, etc, which 
are distributed at just about every activity. 
 
Although hunting accidents are thankfully rare, one 
of the tragic hunting accidents which hit the 
headlines result from failure to clearly identify the 
target or another hunter. 
 

It is for this reason that the Committee has 
purchased a supply of Orange coloured hats, and 
will put them on sale at our Quarterly meetings (at 
no profit), to ensure that every member has access 
to a method of identification which has been tried in 
the field to be readily visible at 300 M under clear 
daylight conditions. 
For those who worry that their “camo” will be made 
ineffective, please refer to “Guns and Game” No 8 / 
Oct-Dec 1995, for the report on testing of deer 
vision, which has been found to extend well into the 
UV range but not to cover the red end of the 
spectrum. 
Please ensure that you have one of these hats, or 
something equivalent, next time you go in the field 
on one of our activities, to avoid the embarrassment 
to yourself and to the rest of us, if you are asked 
not to take part. 
 
ON TARGET 
We have a Range Day coming up soon – please 
make an effort to attend, especially if you do not 
shoot regularly. We know that accredited members 
have passed their shooting test, but it is essential 
to keep up your skills and ensure the accuracy of 
your rifle, as our “clients” have seen, and now 
expect “professional” standards of performance i.e. 
one shot kills, and fast follow-up in case of a (rare) 
miss. 
At the Flinders Feral Predator Program it is 
standard procedure that until participants shoot 
better than 25mm/1” group at 100M at the local 
range, they operate the spotlight. 
 
ACCESS TO HUNTING AND PROPERTIES 
The Committee has asked SSAA State Committee 
to take out advertisements in publications such as 
the “Stock and Station Journal” explaining the 
advantages of allowing SSAA members to hunt 
and/or undertake feral animal control on their 
properties. 
 

THE  NEWS H&C 
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“Gawler’s and Gammons Culls are fast 
approaching, better dust off old faithful load 
up and get those nomination forms in ASAP.” 
 
ACCESS TO HUNTING AND PROPERTIES cont 
Special mention will be made of the advantages of 
seeking H&C Branch involvement due to past 
experience, training, monitoring, reporting and 
compliance with standards, conditions and Codes 
of Practice in our activities. 
The Branch expects that any activities undertaken 
on the basis H&C Branch membership, will follow 
standard Branch activity procedures and that there 
will be no attempt to create “private access” 
arrangements. Any member establishing contact 
and developing an activity can, of course, keep 
control of the project as the Activity Coordinator 
with appropriate responsibilities to the Branch. 
 
Bimbowrie Conservation Park Activity Phil J 
SSAA Hunting and Conservation, 15 members 
attended this activity divided into three teams - 
Meningie, Old Boolcoomatta and Double Dam May 
2005 
 
Meningie 4 sheep were sighted in the National Park 
Springs area with good water still available here. 
Blue Dam and South Mulga dams are holding a 
good water supply but have no significant sign of 
goats watering here regularly. 
Meningie Gorge has small soaks and water through 
out the creek and Meningie Spring has water but no 
sign of goats watering here regularly. 
2 Yellow-footed Rock wallabies were sighted on the 
east side of Meningie Range GPS 
0435493/6451616  
Large numbers Wedge-tail Eagles were found 
throughout the Meningie Range area with a lot of 
immature birds present. The Meningie Gorge area 
seems to be a place for the younger Eagles to 
inhabit. A few nests were sighted around the 
Meningie block. 
Mulga Parrots and Red Rumped Parrots were found 
around dams. 
Kangaroos were in high numbers throughout the 
area with Emus being regularly sighted when driving 
along tracks. 
Goats were commonly found around the north side 
of Menigie Range and around the National Park 
Springs area and to the south. A lot of nannies had 
kids, with twins being very common. A lot of young 
goats (kids-2 tooth) were in high numbers with older 
animals (6 tooth- broken mouth) not being 
encountered very often. Most goats encountered 
were in groups of 3-6 animals with only a few mobs 
of around 10 or more being a rare sight.  
Vegetation in the area was poor with rain needed to 
promote regeneration of all species of plants and 
trees in the area. A native Thorn Apple was found in 
one of the creeks. 
Cat tracks were found on a regular basis in the 
area. 

 
Old Boolcoomatta Water supply to homestead is 
restricted and may be that the poly pipe under 
track is squashed and is restricting flow from tank 
to Homestead and needs replacing. Some taps in 
Homestead need washers replaced. 
Boo Book Owl sighted in creek adjacent to Old 
Boolcoomatta Homestead. 
A pair of Tawny Frog Mouth Owls was found near 
Calico. 
No goat signs at water points south of Old 
Boolcoomatta with few goats left in the area. 
North spring/soak located. 
Some features have been Identified and located that 
may be of interest if management extends beyond 
wilderness area concept. 
Better maps suggested again. 
 
Double Dam   Area had only a few goats with most 
coming in from neighboring properties. Goats 
regularly seen along boundary fence of 
Boolcoomatta. Most goats found in Putts block and 
Putts dam.  
Goats sign in area minimal apart from boundary 
activity. No sign at watering points with East 
Boolcoomatta Dam having a good water supply. 
Cat tracks found in area. 
  
General  map issue was raised again with more 
detailed maps required. 
Weather was good with days cool to warm with 
nights being very cold. Teams welcomed being able 
to have campfires.  
Country still very dry and in need of good rains. 
Area boundary changes seemed to work well with 
most areas covered. 
Goats seem to have moved into Meningie area and 
traveling from surrounding properties from the 
Double Dam, Calico and Putts area. 
Approximately 10 hours was spent spotlighting in 
the park. 
 
Thank you to all members who attended this 
activity and Darren Wilson (DEH) for his time and 
assistance.  

 
300 YARD LONG RANGE SHOOT SUCCESS FOR 

H&C Rod F 
 

H&C members and others ventured to SSAA Para 
Range in April to take part in the long range shoot.  
The course of fire is 300 yards for centrefire rifles 
and 100 yards for rimfire rifles. 
 
The Para Range is nestled in a valley with fully 
covered shooting positions.  The weather was ideal 
with only light breezes to contend with.  The rimfire 
match was first and got underway on time at ten 
o’clock. 
 
Sighting in for rimfire presented no problems with 
everyone getting on target at 100 yards.  It soon 
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became obvious the light breeze was enough to put 
those little 40 grain lead pills out of the ten ring if 
one did not watch the wind flags and make an 
allowance in the right direction.  Chris G was seen 
to make a dash to his vehicle half way through 
sighters and change his ammo.  This a good 
strategy to remember, if it ain’t working, put it back 
in the box and try something else. 
 
300 YARD LONG RANGE SHOOT SUCCESS FOR 

H&C Rod F cont 
Rod F is a member of both Para and H&C and used 
his knowledge of the Para range and conditions to 
put up a score 199.07 out of a possible 200 to take 
out the rimfire event from Phil S on 198.05.  It was 
noticeable these shooters took their time and used 
most of the 30 minutes shooting time to watch the 
wind flags and only shoot when the conditions were 
the same for each shot.  When you get into aiming 
off in the hope of the breeze drifting your shot into 
the ten ring, it’s known as a low percentage shot. 
Too many low percentage shots will eventually cost 
you on the score board, even if you do get away 
with it a couple of times. 
 
Most shooters were on a steep learning curve as 
centrefire sighters got underway.  A couple had 
trouble getting on the target at 300 yards.   Ken W 
had his first few sighters hiding in the printing at the 
top of the target and then in the red of the eight ring 
and could not see them through the mirage.  With 
help from other shooters by spotting for stray 
shots, everyone was roughly on target within the 30 
minutes allowed for sighters and ready to give it a 
go at 300. 
 
Congratulations to Glen H. who shot a very credible 
199.03 out of a possible 200, for second place in 
the centrefire match.  Using his ever reliable Omark 
in .308W, Glen showed what can be achieved with 
this traditional calibre.  No special WSM or 
magnum needed to do well. 
 
Glen H was only just edged out by Richard B from 
Monarto Club using his 6.5 x .284 lovingly known 
as the BLD (Berger Launching Device) with a score 
of 199.05 
 
Below are the full results, which were rewarded with 
engraved medals for the first three placings. 
 
RIMFIRE CENTREFIFE 
Rod F.  199.07 Richard B.  199.05 
Phil S.  198.05 Glen H.  199.03 
Graham P.  193.01 Rod F  197.04 
Pat K.  191.04 Ed. P  189.00 
Rod R  191.01 Garry B.  186.01 
Gary B  191.01 Kane L  184.00 
Ed P  188.03 Chris G.  184.00 
Eric C  188.01 Darren B.  174.01 
Richard B  186.00 Geoff F.  173.00 
Chris G.  185.00 Ken W.  162.00 

Ray B.  174.02 Richard C  148.01 
Frank V.  154.00 Frank V.  143.00 
 Eric C.  84.00 
 Trent R.  60.00 
 Ray B.  53.00 
 
The match was followed by a BBQ and get 
together.  Thanks to Phil S, Rod R and Graham P 
for preparing the food and cooking the BBQ.  
Graham still has tears in his eyes from cutting up 
all those onions.  A lot of the conversation was 
around loads, loading techniques and what 
shooters were going to try next shoot to improve 
their results.  There’s a lot to learn by taking part 
and just mixing with the experienced shooters who 
are more than willing to pass on their knowledge of 
what works for them and what doesn’t. 
 
Next match is July 17th.   Be there before 10.00 am, 
even better get there about 9.00am and help put up 
the targets and set up the range.  BBQ will be 
about 12.30pm after the shoot.  Prizes for 1,2,3 in 
each even 
t.  In addition the H&C Committee has agreed to 
contribute prizes for shooters using hunting rifles.  
A hunting rifle will be any calibre; weight of rifle and 
scope combined no more than 4.593 kgs (10 lbs 
02ozs) metallic silhouette rifle weight and scope 
power of 12X.  So if you have an outfit, be that a 
rimfire or centrefire that is under 4.593 kgs and use 
a scope with no more than 12X (variable set on 12X 
is allowed) you might pick up an extra prize 
courtesy of H&C.  Well done to all those that took 
part, see you at the next shoot. 
 
Sinclair International Reloading 
Any members interested in purchasing equipment 
from Sinclair International as part of a group please 
contact ChrisG for more details. 
chrisg@bettanet.net.au 
0407608858 

 
UP COMING EVENTS 

July 
Sun 31  Range Day S.S.A.A. S.A. Monarto  
 10 am - 4 pm  
August 
Fri 5 – Mon 8 Flinders Feral Predator Program 
(Oraparinna)  
 (Kaz H) 
Wed 10 Gawler Ranges National Park cull briefing  
Mon 15 – Fri 19 Gawler Ranges National Park cull (Rick F) 
Wed 24 Gawler Ranges National Park cull debrief 
 Vulkathunha Gammon Ranges National Park  
 cull briefing 
Sat 27 – Fri Sep 2 Vulkathunha Gammon Ranges National 
Park  
 cull (Gil H) 
September 
Sat 3 Hunter accreditation (Gil H) 
Wed 7 Vulkathunha Gammon Ranges National Park  
 cull debrief 
Wed 14 H&C Annual General Meeting 
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H&C Annual General Meeting the AGM is not far 
off and will be on us sooner than we think. It is time 
to carefully consider nominating for a position on 
the committee, maybe we need some new blood. 
Give it some thought, nomination forms will be 
made available with the AGM notice. 
 
If you do not have access to the internet you would 
not be able to view the H&C For Sale – Wanted – 
Trade  pages. Many have availed themselves of 
these pages and items are coming and going 
frequently. Most of these ads are included in the 
newsletters as they are produced. Overleaf is a list 
of items that have not yet been sold. If members 
wish to use these pages email your add to 
conody@bigpond.net.au fax it to 08 82816464 or  
H&C For Sale – Wanted – Trade cont 
post it to PO Box 188 Kent Town SA 5071. If you 
wish to advertise firearms don’t forget to include the 
serial number and all relevant details.  
 
“Transfer of possession of the firearm on sale must 
take place in the presence of, and be witnessed by, 
a licensed dealer in firearms, an authorised officer 
of a recognised firearms club or a member of the 
police force. A person (other than a dealer) who 
advertises a firearm for sale must include in the 
advertisement the identification number or 
combination of numbers and letters stamped or 
engraved on the firearm.” 
 
FOR SALE 
VL Commodore ROO BAR (Aluminium) 
NAME : Francis PRICE:  Best offer. PHONE: 8298 4318 
Email: Feral4@esc.net.au 
Manufactured by ST in Adelaide 
 
WANTED 
308 Enfield 10 Round Magazine 
NAME : Peter W PHONE: 0419 40 30 80 
EMAIL: pwilkins@megaview.com.au 
To suit Enfield"Envoy" or "Enforcer" L39A1 or L42A1 models.  
 
FOR SALE 
.22 cal Projectiles 
NAME : Shane PRICE: $50 The Lot  PHONE: 0438344362 
EMAIL: sfant@westnet.com.au 
5 Unopened Boxes Of Speer 55gr Soft Point, .22 cal 
Projectiles. 
 
FOR SALE 
Puma Olive Bowie II Hunting Knife 
NAME : Paul K PRICE: $140 PHONE: 0407 858 346 
EMAIL: paulvida@ozemail.com.au 
New in Box  -  Unused, Comes With Leather Sheath. 
 
FOR SALE 
Puma Mountain-lion II knife 
NAME : Paul K PRICE: $65 PHONE: 0407 858 346 
EMAIL: paulvida@ozemail.com.au 
New In Box Comes With Leather Sheath. 
 
WANTED 
.222 Remington Reloading Gear 
NAME : Darcy PHONE: 08 8648 4857 
All Equipment Items Necessary For Home Loading In Rem .222 
calibre. 

 
FOR SALE 
GPS - Garmin 12XL 
NAME : Sam PRICE: $250 firm. PHONE: 08 8370 8148 
In Perfect Condition, Complete With Books and Car Operation 
Lead. 
 
Folding Knife - Buck Crosslock Hunter 2 Blade Folding Knife. 
NAME :Ian L PRICE: $75. PHONE: 0437 500 643 
Email: i_lochert@hotmail.com 
2 Linerlock Blades - Drop-Point And Sawblade With Gut-Hook. 
Never Used (2004 Model), Perfect Condition. 
 
FOR SALE 
Custom Knife - "Dawson" Custom Made Folding Knife 
NAME :Ian L PRICE: $300 PHONE: 0437 500 643 
Email: i_lochert@hotmail.com 
By Steve Dawson, A Local knife Maker. 
192 mm Long (open),82mm Blade,110mm Closed. 
Never Used, Perfect Condition. 
 
FOR SALE 
Spotting Scope - Bushnell Sentry 18-36x50 
NAME :Ian L PRICE: $250 ono. PHONE: 0437 500 643 
Email: i_lochert@hotmail.com 
Spotting Scope With Hard Case And Table Top Tripod. 
New In 1999, Very Good Condition. 
FOR SALE 
B-SQUARE Scope Mount With 1" Rings. 
NAME : Kaz H PRICE: $80. PHONE: 8339 3507 
EMAIL: kazh@hunt-cons.asn.au 
 
Cat. 18559 Kit for Scope installation on M96 Swedish Mauser. 
No need for drilling and tapping. Rifle can be left as original. 
These mount on rear Sight and require long eye relief scope, 
Red Dot, or similar. 
 
FOR SALE 
AUSTRALIAN INTERNATIONAL ARMS Brisbane Australia 
NAME : Ben PRICE: $750 PHONE: 0419 039 402 
EMAIL: bschiller@airnet.com.au 
Model: M10A - A1 in 7.62x39 Serial # : M10A - 0200081 
This rifle also comes with the Picatinny-style mounting rail and 
the 10 & 30 round magazine. 
This rifle is as I bought it, I haven't modified it in any way or 
had any extra work done. At the very most this rifle has only 
seen 200 rounds. 
 
FOR SALE 
THE MARLIN FIRARMS CO. Model : 1895S in 45/70 GOV'T. 
NAME : Ben PRICE: $750 PHONE: 0419 039 402 
EMAIL:  bschiller@airnet.com.au 
Serial # : 18069933 
I bought this rifle second hand. So I could not say how many 
rounds  were put through. I have only fired about 60 rounds 
myself. The barrel has been ported to reduce the recoil. The 
blueing is starting to rub off, so that could be done again and 
the stock could be rubbed back and finished. 
This also has a mounting rail fitted for a scope. 
 
FOR SALE 
Profile No.5 Heavy barrel in .308. 
NAME : Ben PRICE: Best offer. PHONE: 0419 039 402 
EMAIL: bschiller@airnet.com.au 
This barrel is standard and has not be fluted. 
 
FOR SALE 
Yamaha XT 550 Trail Bike. 
NAME : Colin PRICE: $1350 ono. PHONE: 8326 5590 
Recon Motor, New Wiring, Chain and Sprockets, 
Gear Rack, Good Tyres, 20,000 Km Travelled, 
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Spare 30 Litre Tank & Lots more. 
 
WANTED 
Suzuki LJ80 4WD 
NAME : Michael W PHONE: 8293 7321 
EMAIL: taliangis.michael@saugov.sa.gov.au 
1978 - 80 models wanted dead or alive, 
parts or complete vehicle. 
 
FOR SALE 
Once fired 222 Rem cases 
NAME : Gil H PRICE: $5 per 100 PHONE: 82604752 
EMAIL: hargil@senet.net.au 
Excellent condition. 
 
FOR SALE 
Hunting & Conservation Merchandise Echo Holders 
NAME: Kieran M PRICE: $10 ea PHONE: 8298 7800 
MOBILE: 0414 957 884 
EMAIL : kieranm@hunt-cons.asn.au 
Keep Your Beer Cold New Stock Coming 
 
FOR SALE 
Anschutz 1515-1516 .22 Magnum bolt action repeater. Serial 
#1128980 Fully restored to excellent condition. Anschutz 
match trigger fitted - new firing pin. Rifle is shown in Laserex 
story in June Australian Shooter. Shoots very well with 
quality ammo. Fitted with Weaver scope and mounts. Some 
ammo included. Best offer over $500. Brendan A  08-
83320290 or acko@senet.com.au 
 
Shotmaster Shotmaker 
Complete on frame raedy to go. Includes some materials 
$100.00 Contact Graham H 83375388  
 
Cammo Net 6m x 4m, never used, as bought paid $110.00 sell 
$100.00 Contact Graham H 83375388 


